Maternal Mortality among African American Women in the State of Georgia, Causes, Policy, and Ethical Considerations
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ABSTRACT
Background: The U.S. is currently one of thirteen countries where maternal mortality rates (MMR) is worse now than it was fifteen years ago. Reducing maternal mortality is one of the significant challenges facing the health system in the United States, especially in the State of Georgia, which has one of the highest MMR in the nation. The purpose of this review is to explore the causes, policy, and ethical contextual factors contributing to increased maternal mortality rates among African American women in the State of Georgia. Also, identifying and addressing weaknesses and gaps that exist in the healthcare system and recommending policy implications to seek to reduce the MMR.

Methods: This study conducted a comprehensive literature review from the online database and also used data from CDC Wonder, OASIS Georgia, and Georgia Department of Public Health website to identify the primary antecedents of elevated MMR among African American women in the State of Georgia with specific attention to policy and ethical considerations.

Results: This review found factors that were related to causes of maternal death in the U.S. include socioeconomic status, communication between patient and healthcare provider, and maternal medical conditions and complications during pregnancy. In the State of Georgia, complications during pregnancy and cardiomyopathy were the leading cause of MMR, particularly among African American women in comparison with other races. However, inconsistency in reporting maternal death data was another issue that is discussed in this review.

Conclusions: Policies that incorporate ethical considerations need to be developed to benefit the family and society. Policymakers should seek to develop targeted policies in support of specific vulnerable populations through improving maternal screening, health promotion, behavior uptake, and effective case management.
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INTRODUCTION

The Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) refers to the number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births (Maternal Mortality). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) defines maternal death as “the death of a woman while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy, and it is irrespective from accidental or incidental causes” (First Data, 2020). The Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) is broadly recognized as an indicator of overall population health, and reflects the health status of women within segments of the population. The MMR also serves as a proxy measure for the performance of a country’s healthcare system (Sajedinejad et al., 2015). The MMR index is influenced by social and economic factors such as limited access to health services, health literacy status, lack of access to quality emergency obstetric and delivery care, and household income. Complications during pregnancy and childbirth are also other factors that increase MMR. However, improvements in health literacy, infrastructure, cultural change, and implementing interventions at each stage during pregnancy and childbirth can reduce maternal mortality outcomes (Black et al., 2016; & MacDorman et al., 2017).

Despite maternal health promotion technology advancement over the past decade, the MMR has continued to increase in the United States. A recent study in the U.S. illustrated that the estimated MMR from 2000-2014 increased from 18.8% to 23.8% (MacDorman et al., 2016). According to
America’s Health Rankings United Health Foundation, the state of Georgia has one of the highest MMR in the nation (Explore, 2018). Also, in the state of Georgia, African American women are three times more likely to die from complications associated with pregnancy and childbirth compared to other races (GDPH, 2019). Notably, many studies have indicated that maternal mortality is significantly higher among African Americans compared to white women (MacDorman et al., 2016; MacDorman et al., 2017; & Zhang et al., 2013). Information regarding the causes of maternal deaths is obtained from death certificates. Previously, in 2003 there was a revision to the International Classification of Disease (ICD-10) which included the addition of the pregnancy checkbox on the U.S. standard certificate of death that is used to clarify deaths in connection to pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium. However, the state of Georgia adopted the revision in 2008 (MacDorman et al., 2016).

The objective of this review is to present a comprehensive understanding of the causes of maternal death, particularly among African Americans in the U.S. with specific attention to the State of Georgia, and explore policies, and ethical contextual factors contributing to elevated maternal mortality rates specifically among such populations in the State of Georgia. Recommendations regarding ethical consideration and policy implications to reduce MMR are provided.

METHODS

This study used data from CDC’s Wide-ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic Research (WONDER), Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH) website, and online Analytical Statistical Information System (OASIS), and conducted a comprehensive literature review using peer reviewed published articles from electronic databases on the Georgia Southern University Libraries website i.e., PubMed, ScienceDirect, and other resources. The process of inclusion and exclusion of studies were based on a title review to find relevant studies and then followed by abstract reviews to further eliminate irrelevant articles. To obtain information regarding the causes of maternal death, this review included studies that were conducted in the United States; published between 2010 and 2019; online availability; medical and nonmedical factors associated with maternal death in the U.S. with specific attention to the State of Georgia, particularly among African Americans; also included published articles regarding policies, and ethical issues pertaining to maternal mortality rates in the U.S. This study excluded articles that were conducted outside the U.S.; and topics of pregnancy that were not related to maternal deaths. The results from the literature review were analyzed and synthesized to identify primary antecedents of elevated MMR among this target population in relation to causes, policies, and ethics. The findings were categorized into related topics that allowed for qualitative analysis to be applied and conducted meaningful interpretations. Through this process, main themes emerged and were categorized into recommendations that are discussed.

RESULTS

This review analyzed maternal death issues from different perspectives including socioeconomic factors, communication between patient and healthcare providers, maternal medical conditions and complications during pregnancy, also MMR data from sources such as CDC Wonder, AOSIS Georgia, Georgia Health Department and the revision of ICD-10 in the death certificate. In the following thematic sections a narrative summary of findings is provided.

Socioeconomic Factors

Socioeconomic status (SES) was found to be associated with maternal morbidity and mortality, especially among African American women. Women of low SES often suffer from poor nutrition, lack of medical care, social isolation, stress, (Blumenshine et al., 2010 & Braveman et al., 2013), and have ineffective communication and weak interaction with care providers (Dahlem et al., 2015; Lori et al., 2011; & Prather et al., 2018).

Communication Factors

Several studies claimed that ineffective patient-provider communication was one of the critical factors in delaying prenatal care among pregnant women particularly multiparous women in the State of Georgia (Meyer et al., 2016; & Pacagnella et al., 2014). Miscommunication sometimes leads to a missed or late diagnosis that sometimes goes untreated throughout the pregnancy (Dahlem et al., 2015; Lori et al., 2017; & Prather et al., 2018).

Medical Condition Factors

Researchers identified the leading causes of maternal death among women in the U.S. as cardiac disease, sepsis, hemorrhage, venous thromboembolism (VTE), hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, amniotic fluid embolism, peripartum cardiomyopathy, and complications during pregnancy (Afana et al., 2016; Fong et al., 2013; Kao et al., 2013; & Sebillo et al., 2010). Factors including gestational hypertension, gestational diabetes, preexisting conditions such as obesity, and cardiovascular disease (Edmonds et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2018; & Xiang et al., 2011), age ≥ 45 (Carolan, 2013), and anesthesia (Abir & Mhyre, 2017) were identified as the causes of complications during pregnancy. This review also found that African American women have significantly higher rates of severe maternal morbidity (Howell, 2018) and are more likely to experience preeclampsia, placenta previa, preterm birth, vaginal bleeding, premature rupture of membranes, and
cesarean delivery when compared to other ethnic groups (Braveman et al., 2011, & Xiang et al., 2011).

**MMR Data**

While different factors were suggested as causes of maternal death, based on the information obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH), complication during pregnancy (CDC Wonder, 2018) and cardiomyopathy (CDC Wonder, 2018; GDPH, 2017) are identified as the leading causes of MMR in the State of Georgia. Aggregate data from GDPH 2012-2014 showed that 16% of pregnancy-related deaths were due to cardiomyopathy, 13% cardiovascular diseases and hemorrhage, and 10% were due to embolism, preeclampsia, and eclampsia. Preeclampsia if misdiagnosed can lead to eclampsia (GDPH, 2019).

**Revision of ICD-10**

There are still challenges about the identification of maternal deaths when a recent or current pregnancy is unrecognized at the time of death. It is unclear if the rising number of reported maternal death cases in the U.S. and specifically Georgia is impacted by the revision of ICD-10, given the state of Georgia adopted it in 2008 (MacDorman et al., 2016). For states like Georgia, before the ICD-10 revision, if a woman presented and ended up dying due to acute renal failure, regardless of this being a complication to a recent or current pregnancy, it was coded as death due to acute renal failure. The changes in the ICD code make it possible to code for both maternal status and a condition that may not necessarily be pregnancy-related (Haelle, 2016). For example, in a recent study, the researchers found that when they reviewed 4,000,240 live births in the US in 1995 (pre-ICD-10 codes), maternal deaths were 302, which translated to a ratio of 7.55 deaths per 100,000 live births that year. When this compared to 1999 maternal mortality ratios increased to 9.88 per 100,000 births in 1999, and 21.5 per 100,000 births in 2014, making the 2014 ratio estimate nearly three times greater than the ratio two decades earlier (RR, 2.84; 95% confidence interval [CI], 2.49 - 3.24) (Haelle, 2016).

**DISCUSSION**

Health inequality plays a significant role in maternal mortality and morbidity, particularly among African Americans, despite the efforts made to eliminate inequality and disparity in the U.S. healthcare system (Dahlem et al., 2015; Lori et al., 2011; Prather et al., 2018; Xiang et al., 2011; & Zhang et al., 2013). Other factors such as poor interaction and ineffective patient-provider communication are also significant issues that should be considered. Ineffective communication and interaction between pregnant women and healthcare providers has a negative impact on maternal outcomes especially in cases with the pre-existing conditions (Chang et al., 2018; Madula et al., 2018; & Nair et al., 2014), and can create obstacles to obtaining adequate prenatal care. Prenatal care provides women access to health education, nutritional support, preventative care services, and social services to ensure healthy outcomes for both the mother and the child (Dahlem et al., 2015).

Establishing a rapport between patients and providers is essential to assuring quality pre and postnatal care outcomes particularly among African-American women. Ineffective communication and interaction between pregnant women and healthcare providers have impacted pregnancy outcomes in the State of Georgia. This problem could result in delayed diagnosis or misdiagnosis of complications during pregnancy. As a result, it affects timely reporting or referring of high-risk cases to specialists or higher-level care providers to take required actions (Haddrill et al., 2014; & Pacagnella et al., 2014). In addition, delaying prenatal care causes gaps in the information system, and more importantly, in cases of preexisting conditions, or complications, mothers do not get the care they need during pregnancy. There is increasing evidence that pregnant women with preexisting conditions are more susceptible to complications during pregnancy and childbirth (D’Oria 2016; & Planter et al, 2016).

Moreover, scarcity in collecting meaningful data in the information system leads to missing high-risk cases which sometimes end up with adverse pregnancy outcomes (Bongaarts, 2016; & Brown et al., 2013). Without enough data regarding maternal medical history in the information system, Maternal Mortality Review Committees (MMRCs) cannot analyze and determine the underlying causes of maternal death, and that is pivotal in developing policies, decision making, and reducing or eliminating the causes of maternal morbidity and mortality (Report, 2017). Currently, six regional perinatal centers in the State of Georgia provide care for high-risk pregnancy cases (Perinatal Health, 2018) (see Figure 1). However, with the highest rates of maternal deaths related to complications, it can be assumed that these centers are located near larger cities that create access barriers if a woman experiences a high-risk pregnancy and is not close to one of the regional perinatal centers.
Another assumption is that women with high-risk pregnancies may have limited or no access to perinatal specialists to diagnose the warning signs and symptoms of complications during pregnancy to provide the necessary care and prevent adverse pregnancy outcomes (Counseling for Maternal, 2013).

This review also identified inconsistencies regarding reported MMR data by the CDC Wonder and Online Analytical Statistical Information System (OASIS) Georgia. For instance, in 2017, CDC Wonder reported 74 maternal deaths for the State of Georgia, but OASIS Georgia reported 48 maternal deaths for the same year. Inconsistencies were more noticeable after the year 2010 (see Figure 2) (CDC Wonder, 2018; & OASIS, 2018).
Therefore, it is crucial that the Georgia Department of Public Health and CDC Wonder check to ensure the accuracy and reliability of maternal death data before publishing it.

A further issue was observed in collecting data regarding death certificate and ICD-10 coding. Researchers found that the checkbox in the death certificate that questions about the pregnancy, from time to time, inadvertently checked; even though the mother's death did not have any relevance to pregnancy. They discovered that “a 1% false positive report increased MMR by 26% for women aged <40, and more than tripled for women aged 40-54” (MacDorman et al., 2017). However, the US vital statistics system and the Georgia Department of Public Health need to carefully investigate such issues in the State of Georgia and take all necessary measures to ensure the accuracy of recorded maternal death data.

Limitations

There are several limitations to our study that need to be addressed. Even though the focus of our research was on maternal death among African American women in the State of Georgia, we could not find enough studies that solely focused on such an issue. We also did not study other factors that could relate to the causes of maternal death such as age and multi pregnancy. We used data from the CDC wonder, GDPH website, and OASIS Georgia to find the leading causes of maternal mortality and measure trends of MMR in different years in the State of Georgia, and since the State of Georgia adopted ICD-10 in 2008 the accuracy of comparison of MMR in different years cannot be determined.

Rights Approach to Ethical Decision-making

This review examined the causes associated with rising MMR rates in the State of Georgia. Given that the issues related to MMR are complex, we believe a starting point is to apply the rights approach. The focus of the rights approach is on respect for human dignity; it is the ability to choose how we live our lives, and have a moral right to respect our choices as free, equal, and rational people, and a moral duty to respect others in the same way.

In the case of Georgia statistics, we believe if quality healthcare systems were able to provide quality care, using a referral system from the community level, maternal mortality rates would decrease (Hawkins et al., 2005) and there would be a lack of equivocality among African American women and health care providers. The rights approach emphasizes that services should be available, accessible, acceptable and of the highest quality. This review highlighted the importance of a rights-based approach to access to care for Georgians. This would spotlight non-discrimination and equity, and it would draw attention to our target population who are not currently using the services, but also to the underlying social and cultural factors that perpetuate the inability to do so (Hawkins et al., 2005).

Applying a rights-based approach to maternal mortality can increase the focus on interventions that address the underlying injustices that prevent women from accessing life-saving services they need. It also calls to question the ethics of charging for prenatal and obstetric care. The State of Georgia also needs to prioritize maternal health and educate healthcare providers on knowledge, experience, implicit bias, cultural competence, and communication. Furthermore, educating pregnant African American women in philosophy, beliefs, health behaviors, self-efficacy, and social support can contribute to improved maternal outcomes and health services. According to Hawkins et al., in order for this to be successful, it needs to be done in parallel with local, state and national policies that help women in particular, and to hold government and service providers accountable (2005). Hawkins et al. (2005) stated that when employing a rights-based approach, it can contribute to assessing the reasons behind delays in seeking, accessing and receiving care. A rights-based approach would impel governments and their funding partners, as well as communities to address the problem of poor referral systems (Hawkins et al., 2005).

Finally, the rights-based approach would ensure that African American women in the State of Georgia have access to expanded health care options including expanded Medicaid without causing a financial burden, or increasing vulnerability. However, while the rights-based approach is imperative to the promotion of desired changes, it presents challenges that need to be carefully considered by local and state governments when prioritizing their activities and resources.

In summary, women must have access to high quality and standardized healthcare services throughout their pregnancy (pre and postnatal care). Stakeholders, including policymakers, public health officials, and healthcare providers are accountable for reducing maternal mortality and have the responsibility to prevent maternal deaths from occurring by ensuring availability, accessibility, and affordability of resources regarding perinatal care (Thomas et al., 2018).

Policy Recommendations and Future Implications

The following recommendations are suggested based on the information obtained from resources used in this review to improve maternal care and address issues surrounding the
causes of maternal mortality in the State of Georgia. In general, existing policy and regulations regarding reproductive and pregnancy care should be strengthened and enforced to provide all women universal health coverage without restrictions to access to health services and provide free access to contraception to prevent unwanted or too-early pregnancies (Moaddab et al., 2016).

Healthcare systems should mandate care providers to carefully screen all women during and after pregnancy regarding cardiac disease, blood pressure (in terms of preeclampsia and eclampsia), and thromboembolism since such risk factors were the most causes of maternal death in the State of Georgia, and examine the history of previous pregnancies in case of the incidence of placenta adhesion disorder to take necessary measures, and improve perinatal care outcomes (Henderson et al., 2017). Healthcare systems should also implement and promote pre-pregnancy counseling to detect high-risk cases and provide managed care (Prepregnancy Counseling, 2019).

To assure strides are made towards improving maternal care, public health and healthcare systems should train and recruit healthcare professionals such as midwives in the system; obligate them to monitor and follow up high-risk pregnancy cases with pre-existing conditions and record their actions in detail. Encourage collaboration among private clinics, hospitals, healthcare systems, and public health departments (Counseling for Maternal, 2013).

In addition, healthcare providers should have continuing education programs regarding emergency guidelines and protocols, leading causes of maternal death, and high-risk pregnancies, particularly among African American women (Lu et al., 2015). At the same time, healthcare professionals need to educate and raise awareness about the importance of perinatal care, high-risk pregnancy, complications, warning signs and symptoms during pre and post pregnancy to all women specifically among women in reproductive age (Lu et al., 2015). Plus, inform pregnant women about the existence of the six Regional Perinatal Centers in the State of Georgia, and refer high-risk cases for additional screening and assessment to such centers (Regional Perinatal Centers, 2018).

Further, healthcare systems should offer training sessions in communication skills and encourage healthcare professionals to participate in the program (Dahlem et al., 2015) since poor communication was a significant contributing factor in delaying prenatal care and resulted in late diagnosis or misdiagnosis of complications during pregnancy (Haddril et al., 2014; & Pacagnella et al., 2014). On the other hand, state and local governments should invest in and benefit from the recent advancement in technology created and designed by “Kognito,” a health simulation company. This new online stimulation program uses a virtual human to have an interactive role-play with people. This program provides health care professionals with a framework on how to navigate difficult health conversations, and improve individuals’ social, emotional, and physical health in ways that enable patients to feel more comfortable talking about their health situations. There is also a designed program for patients that lets them ask questions and get answers by a fully-articulated and emotionally responsive virtual human. In this way, patients feel more comfortable and less judged to ask questions and lead the conversation (Pan & Hamilton, 2018).

Public health and healthcare systems also need to ensure the consistency and reliability of data that are collected. This is possible by improving the information system and conducting vigilant monitoring and proper surveillance of the performance of healthcare providers (Braithwaite et al., 2017; & Naseriasl et al., 2015). For this purpose, it is essential to create a standardized electronic health record for universal collection and compilation of healthcare data. By doing this, communication and coordination among different stakeholders including specialists, other care providers (Chang et al., 2018; & Naseriasl et al., 2015), and pregnant women can be enhanced (Madula et al., 2018); also, high-risk cases can be detected promptly (Rowe et al., 2018). Most importantly, public health departments and healthcare systems can use the information system more efficiently for investigating and targeting the root causes of maternal death, identifying high priority policies, and determining the effective strategic planning that improves maternal care outcomes.

Likewise, the state and local government should obligate the Maternal Mortality Review Committee to carefully analyze the root cause of death for each case. For this purpose, public health departments and healthcare systems should generate a standardized form that requires the committee to provide detailed information regarding the exact cause of maternal mortality. Such measures allow both public health and healthcare systems to identify avoidable factors and develop required policy changes to improve maternal care outcomes. Policy makers within the US vital statistics system should examine the accuracy of death certificate reports and scrutinize the exact causes of deaths. Finally, the public health department should compare maternal death certificates with results of the Maternal Mortality Review Committee reports periodically to ensure the accuracy of data.

CONCLUSIONS

Even though the Georgia Department of Public Health and CDC Wonder need to carefully monitor maternal death data and check to ensure the accuracy of collected information, the State of Georgia still has the worst maternal health outcomes among African American women when compared to other states in the U.S., despite having resources and advances in medical technology (Amankwaa et al., 2018).
Health disparity and social inequality appear to be the major causes of maternal mortality and morbidity, particularly among African Americans. Therefore, policies should identify and eliminate such inequalities and disparities in the healthcare system, and provide all women access to equal and standardized healthcare regardless of their socioeconomic status, race, cultural background, and ethnicity (Cook, 2013). In addition, maternal care needs to be performed by health professionals and skilled individuals such as educated midwives. The outcomes of such policies and intervention programs may improve maternal care nationwide particularly among low social income groups including African American women (Daniel et al., 2018). Maternal mortality can also be reduced through effective maternal screening, health promotion, health behavior changes and effective case management underpinned by the rights approach that emphasizes respect for human dignity.
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